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               VI-C5 
State College Area School District 

Office of Physical Plant 
Ed Poprik, Director 

 
To:  Board of School Directors 
 
From:  Ed Poprik 
 
RE: Parking update 
 
Date:  November 24, 2014 
 
State College Area School District (SCASD) and the Centre Region Parks 
and Recreation Authority (CRPRA) entered into a “Shared Access and 
Reciprocal Parking Agreement,” on May 1, 2009 (attached). 
 
Among other provisions, the agreement states the district will provide 
106 parking spaces within a 400-foot radius of the pool entrance and only 
on the south side of Westerly Parkway. 
 
At the October 16, 2014 meeting of the CRPRA, the district presented a 
“compliant” plan that includes some of these parking spaces 
accommodated in a “seasonal parking court” in front of the new High 
School entrance.  (This was the plan shown on the 30% drawings).  In 
addition to this plan, the district presented an alternate plan that included 
some of the 106 spaces on the north side of Westerly Parkway.  As part 
of that presentation, a memo was included requesting the following 
consideration for the alternate parking plan: 
 
 The district would appreciate questions and comments on this plan 
 at the meeting or as a follow up correspondence.  If amenable to the 
 Authority, this district could prepare an MOU to delete the words 
 “and only on the South side of Westerly Parkway” from page 5 of 
 the original agreement and also prepare a new Exhibit “C,” which 
 maps the 400 foot radius.   
 
Based on the redesign of the Delta addition and associated parking, a 
revised alternate plan was prepared and presented to the CRPRA at their 
November 20, 2014 meeting. (Attached) As part of this presentation, the 
following amended request was presented: 
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 Deleting the words “and only on the South side of Westerly 
 Parkway” from page 5 of the original agreement and extending the 
 radius to the North side of Westerly Parkway would allow the 
 District to proceed with land development according to the 
 attached figure, which maps the 400 foot radius to both sides of 
 Westerly Parkway.  If the Authority agrees to amend the parking 
 agreement, the District proposes that this plan would be included as 
 a new Exhibit “C” in the amended agreement.  
 
 In consideration of these changes to the campus parking design, the 
 District would be prepared to further amend the agreement to 
 increase the required number of parking space within a 400-foot 
 radius on both sides of Westerly Parkway from 106 to 150.  These 
 additional spaces would assure the Recreation Authority of added 
 convenient parking for its patrons. 
 
At the conclusion of the presentation, the Authority discussed the issue 
and asked questions of the district representatives.  While concerns were 
varied, many centered around the safe crossing of Westerly Parkway.  
Members of the Authority suggested that perhaps they could vote on a 
agreement that was contingent upon approval of the traffic signal.  The 
district responded that this type of arrangement would not be amenable 
to the district due to the prolonged nature of approval at the PennDOT 
level.  The land development process would be nearing completion by the 
time that PennDOT approval is secured.  While the initial traffic analysis 
indicates one of the signal warrants has been met, and the district believes 
that an approval will be secured. If for some reason PennDOT did not 
approve the signal warrant at that point, the land development process 
would need to be restarted and the project would likely be delayed for 1 
year.  Further discussion raised the possibility that language might be 
drafted that could be more flexible to both parties and facilitate a solution 
to allow the development of the project to move forward.  CRPRA voted 
to table the item and schedule a special meeting for December 4 to review 
language drafted by staff and vote on the issue. 
 
Based on our land development calendar, this creates a difficult but 
attainable sequence of actions moving forward.  The process is driven by 
starting the process at the January 14, 2015 State College Borough 
Design Review Board (DRB) meeting.  The Borough requires 30-day 
advance submission of materials to allow for staff review, which yields a 
submission date of December 15.  However all design work and land 
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development plan preparation must be completed by December 12 
allowing for printing and submission coordination time. The following 
schedule could be pursued, if CRPRA would approve our requested change: 
 
  
December 1, 2014 SCASD Board – Review and approve the amended 

parking layout and agreement 
December 4, 2014 CRPRA – Review and approve the amended parking 

layout and agreement 
December 15, 2014 Submit land development documents to State 

College Borough 
January 14, 2015 Review land development submission with State 

College DRB 
 
 
 
 
The SCASD Board may wish to consider scheduling a special meeting 
sometime between December 5 and 10 (potentially December 8) in the 
event that the CRPRA rejects our request. In that scenario, the following 
schedule would be pursued: 
 
 
December 1, 2014 SCASD Board – Review and approve the amended 

parking layout and agreement 
December 4, 2014 CRPRA – Review and reject the amended parking 

layout and agreement 
December 8, 2014 SCASD Board – Review and approve a final parking 

plan that meets the current agreement 
December 15, 2014 
 

Submit land development documents to State 
College Borough 

January 14, 2015 Review land development submission with State 
College DRB 
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